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Let KQ be a number field with ring of integers O, and let 1/SLn (O) be a finite
index subgroup. Using a classical construction from the geometry of numbers and
the theory of modular symbols, we exhibit a finite spanning set of the highest non-
vanishing rational cohomology group of 1.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let KQ be a number field with ring of integers O. Let 1/SLn (O) be a
finite index subgroup, and let & be the virtual cohomological dimension of
1. That is, if 1 $/1 is any finite index torsion-free subgroup, then
H i (1 $, M)=0 for i>& and any Z1-module M.
Let M be the free abelian group generated by the symbols [v1 , ..., vn],
where the vi are nonzero points in Kn, modulo the following relations:
(1) If { is a permutation on n letters, then [v1 , ..., vn]=sgn({)
[{(v1), ..., {(vn)], where sgn({) is the sign of {.
(2) If q # K_, then [qv1 , v2 , ..., vn]=[v1 , ..., vn].
(3) If the vi are linearly dependent, then [v1 , ..., vn]=0.
(4) If v0 , ..., vn are nonzero points in Kn, then  i (&1) i [v0 , ...,
v^i , ..., vn]=0.
Elements of M are called minimal modular symbols. By a theorem of
Ash [1] there is a surjective map of Z1-modules
M  H & (1, Q). (5)
Hence M modulo 1 is a spanning set for H & (1, Q).
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However, this spanning set is not finite. If O is a euclidean domain, Ash
and Rudolph [2] define a subset Mu /M with finite image under (5), and
give an efficient algorithm to write any [m] # M as a sum [m]= [mi],
where each [mi] # Mu . Our goal in this note is more modest: in
Theorem 2.5 we exhibit a finite spanning set for H& (1, Q) for all K, not
necessarily euclidean, but we provide no practical reduction algorithm. The
proof relies on a classical construction of Minkowski from the geometry of
numbers.
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT
2.1. Let [K : Q]=d. For any ring R, let Mn (R) be the n_n matrices
over R.
Given m # Mn (O), let [m] # M be the modular symbol [m1 , ..., mn],
where the mi are the columns of m. The map Mn (O)  M is surjective,
since using relations (1) and (2) we have [v1 , ..., vn]=[q1 v1 , ..., qnvn] for
any nonzero vi # Kn and any q i # K_.
Let NKQ : K  Q be the norm map. Define a map & & : Mn (K)  Q0 by
&m&=|NKQ (det m)|.
2.2. Let C1 be an integer, and define
M(C) :=[m # Mn (O) | &m&C].
Let M(C)/M be the set of modular symbols in the image of M(C) under
the map Mn (O)  M.
2.3. Proposition. Let 1/SLn (O) be of finite index. Then for any C1,
the set 1"M(C) is finite.
Proof. It suffices to verify the statement for 1=SLn (O). To simplify
notation, we write G for GLn (O). If m # Mn (O), then we write 4(m) for the
O-lattice generated by the columns of m.
First, we claim that G"M(C) is finite for any C1. Indeed, the set
[m | [On : 4(m)]C]
is finite modulo G. Now for any matrix m, the index [On : 4(m)] is equal
to N(ord(T)), where N denotes the ideal norm, and ord(T ) is the order
ideal of the torsion module T :=On4(m) ([3], Sect. 4D). Furthermore,
ord(T) is a principal ideal generated by det( f ), where f : On  On is any
O-linear endomorphism with image 4(m). Clearly for f we may take multi-
plication by m, and thus
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[On : 4(m)]=N((det m))
=|NKQ (det m)|
=&m&.
This implies M(C) is finite modulo G.
We claim this implies M(C) is finite modulo 1. To see this we use the
following easily verified fact. Suppose a group A acts on a set S, and
B d A is a normal subgroup. If AB is a finite group, and A"S is finite,
then B"S is finite.
To apply this, let A=G and B=Z } 1, where Z is the center of G. The
group G(Z } 1 ) is isomorphic to UUn, where U=O_ and U n is the sub-
group of nth powers. Hence G(Z } 1 ) is finite by Dirichlet’s unit theorem.
Setting S=M(C), we have that G"M(C) finite implies that (Z } 1 )"M(C)
is finite. Since M(C) maps surjectively onto M(C), and Z acts trivially on
M, the result follows. K
2.4. Let V=KR$Rr_Cs, where r+2s=d. We define the
Minkowski constant2
MK=\?4+
s d d
d !
.
We now state our main result.
2.5 Theorem. The image of M(C) under (5) spans H & (1, Q) for
C\\- |DK |MK +
n
 .
3. PROOF
3.1. Fix a modular symbol [m], where m # Mn (O). We claim that if
&m&>(- |DK |MK)n, then we can find a nonzero x # On such that
x= qivi with qi # K and |NKQ (qi)|<1. We may then use (4) to con-
struct a relation [m]= (&1) i[mi], where
[mi] :=[v1 , ..., vi&1 , v^ i , x, vi+1 , ..., vn].
Clearly &mi&<&m&. This claim implies the theorem, because by iterating
this process we can write any [m] # M as a sum of symbols from M(C).
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2 A classical result of Minkowski bounds the discriminant DK of K: if KR$Rr_Cs, then
D2KMK .
To prove the claim we use the regular representation of O. Fix a Z-basis
|1=1, |2 , ..., |d of O. Then this representation is the map O  Md (Z)
defined by : [ l: , where l: is the matrix of the map x [ :x in terms of
the Z-basis. This induces a ring homomorphism .: Mn (O)  Mnd (Z), in
which matrix entries are taken to d_d blocks. Via ., any column vector
v # On determines d column vectors [v1, ..., vd]/Znd.
Now apply . to m:
(v1 , ..., vn) [ (v11 , ..., v
d
1 , ..., v
1
n , ..., v
d
n) # Mnd (Z).
The matrix .(mi) is obtained from .(m) by replacing the columns v1i , ..., v
d
i
with x1, ..., xd.
For 1in, 1 jd, let * ji be real variables, and consider the region
S/Rnd defined by
S :={ :
1 jd
1in
* ji v
j
i } }NKQ \:j *
j
i |j+}<1, where 1in= .
Here we interpret NKQ (j * ji |j) to mean the polynomial in Z[*
j
i ]
constructed using the norm form.
3.2. Lemma. Let x # O. Suppose that x=i qivi , where vi # O and qi # K.
Write qi=j q ji |j . Then x
1= i, j q ji v
j
i .
Proof. For any x # O, let Ck (x) be the coefficient of |k in the expansion
of x in terms of the fixed Z-basis. By the definition of ., the k th component
of x j # Zd is Ck (|jx). In particular, since |1=1, the k th component of x1
is Ck (x)=Ck ( qivi).
Now let y # Zd be the vector i, j q ji v
j
i . We will show that the com-
ponents of y match those of x1. Indeed, the k th component of y is
i, j q ji Ck (|jvi). But then
:
i, j
q ji Ck (|j vi)=:
i, j
Ck (q ji |jvi)
=Ck \:i, j q
j
i |jvi+
=Ck \:i \:j q
j
i | j+ vi+
=Ck \:i qiv i+ .
The final expression is the k th component of x1, so the result follows. K
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3.3. Lemma. There exists a nonzero x # On such that x= qivi with
qi # K and |NKQ (qi)|<1 if and only if the region S contains a nonzero
rational integral point.
Proof. Let x # On satisfy the hypotheses. Apply the regular representa-
tion to x= qi vi and Lemma 3.2 to each row of x. We find x1= q ji v
j
i ,
where q ji # Q and qi= q
j
i |j . The condition |NKQ (qi)|<1 is thus exactly
|NKQ( jq ji |j)|<1. Hence x
1 is a nonzero rational integral point in S.
The converse follows by reversing this argument.
3.4. Now we will find a bounded symmetric convex body P/S and
show that if &m&>(- |DK |MK)n, then vol P>2nd. Then by Minkowski’s
theorem ([4], IV.2.6) P and hence S will contain a nonzero integral point.
By Lemma 3.3 this will imply Theorem 2.5.
To do this, apply .(m&1) to S. This carries [v ji ] onto the standard basis
of Rnd. We can then write .(m&1)(S) as the n-fold product T n, where
T/Rd is the region
T :={( y1 , ..., yd) } }NKQ \ yi|i+}1= .
This region can be transformed further as follows. The vector space V con-
tains O, embedded by : [ :1. Let +: Rd  Rd be the linear map taking
the standard basis of Zd to [|1 1, ..., |d 1]. Then
+(T )=[(x1 , ..., xr , z1 , ..., zs) # Rr_Cs | |x1 } } } xr | z1z 1 } } } zsz s<1].
Now we construct the generalized octahedron of Minkowski. This will be
a bounded, symmetric, convex body in +(T). Take polar coordinates
(\i , %i) for the zi , and let V+/V be the subset
V+ :=[(x1 , ..., xr , \1 , %1 , ..., \s , %s) | xi0, \i0, and %i=0] .
3.5. Definition. Given a point p # +(T ) & V+, let Q( p) be the subset of
+(T ) constructed as follows:
(1) Construct the tangent hyperplane to +(T ) & V+ at p.
(2) Use this hyperplane and the bounding hyperplanes of V+ to cut
out a (2r)-simplex 2 in V+.
(3) Apply the motions x i [ &xi and %i [ %i+;, 0;2? to 2 to
sweep out Q( p) (cf. Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1. The generalized octahedron for (r, s)=(1, 1).
3.6. Lemma. Q( p) is bounded, symmetric, and convex. The volume of
Q( p) is independent of p, and is
2r+sMK . (6)
Proof. All statements are standard results from the geometry of
numbers ([4], IV.2), except for the independence of p. However, this is
easy to verify. K
3.7. We now complete the proof of the theorem. We choose
p # +(T) & V+ and abbreviate Q( p) to Q. Define P/S by
P :=.(m)(+&1Q_ } } } _+&1Q).
P is symmetric, bounded, and convex, and
vol P=|det .(m)| \ vol Q|det +| +
n
. (7)
Now in (7) we apply Lemma 3.6, and substitute |det +|=2&s - |DK | and
&m&=|det .(m)|. To ensure that vol P>2nd, we require
&m&>\- |DK |MK +
n
,
as desired.
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